
On machines as living things* 

By LE H O I 

I. Introduction 

As it is known Von Neumann in [9] considered environment as tessellation 
structure. The tessellation is a mathematical system to model a behaviour and 
structure of uniformly interconnected identical finite automata, processing informa-
tion as the result of local functions acting simultaneously throughout the array on 
the states of the interconnected automata. Von Neumann [9], J. Thatcher [8] 
E. F. Codd [4], A. Smith [7] and M. A. Arbib [1—3] considered machines only 
self-reproducing in tessellation without metabolism, adaptation, evolution etc. 

Here we consider environment as modular space. 

Fig. 1 

In Figure 1 vt representing a module (in state vt £ V) of "solid sub-volume" is con-
sidered as a "molecule" of the solid sub-volume embedded in "fluid environment". 
Moreover, — representing a "raw module" is considered as a free molecule in fluid 
environment. Every module can change its state depending on its present state and 
the state of its neighbourhood. But the difference between Von Neumann's tessella-
tion and our modular space is that positions of modules in tessellation are fixed, 
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but modules in our modular space can move depending on their present neigh-
bourhoods. 

For one-dimensional solid volume, we denote its configuration in the environ-
ment (like in Fig. 1) by v2 vs b vs ve i;7) or shortly by the word v2 v3 v4 b vb v6 u , . 
The ring ( ) indicates raw modules surrounding the solid volume. 

II. Main problems 

We define, formalise and construct some kind of universal environments enough 
for those machines (solid volumes embedded in them), which in the environment 
not only compute all of the partial recursive functions and are self-reproducing as 
in Von Neumann's tessellation, but also have some important other characteristics 
such as growth, death, adaptation and mutation. 

III. Main notion and main results 

It is shown that the environments which can be formalized by the so-called 
"parallel exchanging system" (P. E. System) are enough for our above mentioned 
requirements. 

Definition. An RE-System is a triple S=(V, F, b) where V is a vocabulary, 
b£V is called the "blank", F is a finite non-empty set of productions of the fo rm 
(avP,y), v£V; a,P,y£V* (that means, v in the neighbourhood (cc~P) is replaced 
by y) with the following conditions 

1) If ( a v f r y J e F and (avP,y2)£F then y± = y2. 
2) If (a1vp1,y1)eF and (a2vp2, y2)£F then |«i| = |a2| and l & M & l (|a| is 

the length of a). 
3) Productions of b are only of the forms (abp, v), \v\ = l or (abfi, b") where 

or V P^b™ and n, {0, 1, 2, 3, ...}. 
m m 

When defining relations on V* "x directly generates / ' , written x\—y, "x 
k 

generates y in A>step", written .x =>_y, and "x terminally generates y" written 
x y-> productions are applied simultaneously. 

Theorem 1. The class of "stability function" h: V*^V* (y=h(x) iff x |=>>>) 

in all PE-Systems F, b) is a proper subclass of partial recursive functions 
on V*. 

We can formalise the required environments E—(A, X, F, b) as a special kind 
of PE-System S={V,F,b) where V=A\JX, b£X and 

( a v p , y ) £ F | a | ^ 2 , \p\ ^ 2, | ? | ^ 2. 

Definitions. A modular machine (M-machine) Z in an environment 
E= (A, X, F, b> has the following elements: 
— the signal to begin working a0 
— the signal to stop working * 
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— the body a containing a program 
— an input tape x, output tape y 

where a0, * , « are distinguished strings of modules in states f rom A; x, y are 
strings of modules in states f rom X. 

When beginning to work the modular machine Z has an initial configuration 
interpreted as the string of modules a0ax surrounded by raw modules. Denote 
this by (a0ax.) Each module of the machine can change its state to a determined 
state; or can either become a raw module and go off the machine, or can change 
its state and simultaneously splice (take in) one raw module 9 above it onto its 
left. The behaviour of modules defined by productions F is such that the initial' 
configuration (a0ax) can enter the "terminal static configuration" (Pb*yy) with 
P,y£A*, Z>=blank, y£X*, a0<ty, * <ty and if p\~p' (*y)\-(*y)' then fib * yy 

E E 
P'b(*y)'y. Furthermore, the machine is always surrounded by raw modules as. 

E 
a solid volume embedded in liquid environment E, and we write 

/ 
a0ax=> fib*yy. 

In this case we say the M-machine Z=a0a or Z=(a,a0, * ) in E=(A, X, F, b)-
(denoted by (a, a 0 , * ) in (A, X, F, b)) transforms x into y (or computes y = F^{x)), 
reproduces /? and modifies the program in a to the program in y, and also write 

a0ax=j>fb*yy 

if pb*yy is the first configuration of this form derived f rom a0ax. 

If product [i also is a modular-machine then we say that machine a0a is a com-
putation-organism (C-organism). If product [3 equals a0 a or * a then we say that 
machine a0a in E is self-reproducing. If | y | > | a | and a0a is also a C-organism in E 
then (a, a0, * ) in E is growing. If | y | < |a | then C-organism (a, a0, # ) in E is degen-
erating. A C-organism (a, a0, *) in (A, X, F, b) is said to die by x after computing 

z 
y = Fz(x) if a0ax=> *ab*yy but \jx'£X*: a0yx' l=> a0yx', that is Z = a0a 
is no longer active after interacting with x. 

If y is a function of y (and a) such that a0y is still an M-machine then Z=a0oc 
is said to be adaptive. If (a, a 0 , *). is a C-organism and BxgA"* such that /3 is also 
an M-machine but P^a0a. and *a then (a, a0, * ) in E is an M-machine with, 
mutation. 
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Theorem 2. There exists a universal environment Ec„ in the sense that for 
every partial recursive function / we can construct an M-machine Z in Ec u to com-
pute / . 

Corollary. The class of partial recursive functions coincides with that of paral-
lelly computable functions of modular-machines. 

Some theorems show an existence and how to construct the universal environ-
ments for growing machines, for self-reproducing, for degenerating, for going to 
death after a number of computations or for all of them. 

Notation. Let Z = ( a 0 , a 0 , * ) in ( A , X , F , b ) be an adaptive machine and 

a0a0xi =?>Pib*y1y1 

0 
02b*y2y2, •••,a0yn-iXn ===>• pnbynyn, Fb Fb 

•'l yn-1 

and a0yn be a M-machine in (A, X, F, b). Then we denote the M-machine a0y„ in 
E by Z(x1; x2, . . . , x„). 

Theorem 3. There exists a universal environment for adaptive C-organisms 
Z ' s in which every Z ( x 1 ; x 2 , . . . , xn) also is adaptive and self-reproducing if domain 
•of ^zoclxs, ...,*„) is non-empty. 

Theorem 4. There exists a universal environment for adaptive C-organism with 
z 

mutations Z ' s (i.e., Z is adaptive and also is with mutation), and if a0ax => *fib*yy 
then a„fi and a0y also are adaptive C-organisms with mutation (if their domains, 
D o m are non-empty) and /? is a function of (a, y). 

Two last theorems say that by "adaptat ion" and "muta t ion" C-organisms in 
evolution modify their programs in a depending on a and new situation y in the 
•environment and then transmit the new genetic programs in y to their offspring (I. 

IV. Conclusion 

By tessellation structure, Von Neumann, Thatcher, Codd, Smith, Arbib were 
•concerned with only self-reproducing machines. Professor Pawlak [5] introduced 
the model of stored program computer only with modification of instructions. 
René Thorn's theory of development and morphogenesis concernes the systematic 
•continuous-topological approach (cf. [6]). Here, by means of PE-System, we in-
troduced a new mathematical model of computing machines not only self-reproducing 
but with some other essential characteristics of living things, and we showed universal 
•environments for such machines. Since modules in tessellation can not move, self-
reproductions and movements in tessellation are rather of configurations, pictures 
(of machines) than of machines themselves. In our modular space, self-reproduc-
tion, adaptation, movement are of modular-machines themselves. 

DAI HOC THUONG NGHIEP 
i(Ng. th. Minh) 
HANOI, VIETNAM 
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